
CLINICAL In its first 6 months, the Preventive Genomics Clinic at Brigham has

grown to include 5 physicians, 4 genetic counselors and over 100 individuals

from across the country requesting appointments.

MEDIA With U.S. Senators proposing

legislation to offer WGS to children

with undiagnosed diseases, the topic

of sequencing minors is hot right now.

Check out this Nature story that

includes findings from the BabySeq

Project and commentary from Dr.

Robert Green.

PUBLICATIONS How should we

implement precision medicine in

clinical care when prescribing

medication? Find out in this recent

Clinical and Translational Science

publication by Dr. Jason Vassy and

his Genomes2Veterans team.
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BLOG Dr. Kurt Christensen shared his thoughts on how to measure the cost

effectiveness of genetic testing in the latest G2P blog!

FRANCA FUND Emily Gold Mears, a G2P adviser, recently hosted an evening

focused on discussion of precision medicine & related themes to support the

mission of the Franca Sozzani Fund for Preventive Genomics.
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PRESENTATIONS We hope to see you at our presentations this year! Check

out a full listing of past and future G2P speaking engagements here.

YEAR IN REVIEW Click here to see G2P's 2019 highlights and

accomplishments, which would not be possible without your support!

Support Our Research!

Please consider making a tax-deductible gift to help accelerate the

implementation of genomic medicine and the promise of precision health.

Give today!

Donations support our current research projects in genomics and personalized

medicine to predict and prevent conditions like cancer, heart disease and

Alzheimer's, in addition to training junior faculty and students.
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